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Atetraet--Work on Pad6 or Padt-type approximants ultimately involves the explicit determination f the 
polynomials forming the numerator and denominator f rational functions. There exist in the literature 
useful algorithms for constructing the polynomials when the starting coefficients of the given power series 
are of the ordinary kind. However, when one has the matrix coefficients for the series, it becomes necessary 
to extend the procedure taking into account he special nature of the various operations. In this paper we 
present a new application of the extended Euclidean algorithm in order to obtain the sets of complete 
matrix Pad6 approximants. Also, an efficient Pascal procedure for implementation f the algorithm is 
given. In fact, the resulting algorithm generates the elements in the anti-diagonal of the Pad6 table. The 
concepts and constructive steps involved in the procedure are explained in detail and illustrated by a few 
suitable xamples to show (i) how the algorithm works in general and (ii) the usefulness of the entire 
approach. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Pad6 approximants have become widely used in the mathematics, physics and engineering 
fields. Some of the applications of this efficient technique are summation of infinite series, solution 
of integral equations, pole-zero model.ling, numerical inversion of Laplace transforms, quantum 
scattering theories [1], general rational approximations etc. The main problem, generally, in the 
theory of Pad6 approximants i the convergence of a sequence of Pad6 approximants. In 
computational applications [2, 3], the chief problem is a different one, namely to determine the Pad6 
coefficients so that the approximant will b¢ "good enough". Also, work on Pad6 or Pad6-typ¢ 
approximation dealing with the explicit determination of Pad6 coefficients is of practical 
importance. 
We present here a new application of the extended Euclidean algorithm (EEA) for the 
computation ofmatrix Pad6 approximants in respect of the series having matrix coefficients. There 
are, of course, several existing algorithms [4, 5] to determine non-matrix Pad6 approximants for 
series with ordinary coefficients. Since many physical problems [6] are concerned with quantities 
given by their formal perturbation expansions involving matrix coefficients, it becomes necessary 
to turn our attention to the approximations of general power series, in which the expansion 
coefficients are matrices. 
In Section 2, we give the definition of a matrix Pad6 approximant. Section 3, deals with the EEA 
for polynomials with matrix coefficients. Section 4 deals with the algorithm for a matrix Pad6 
approximant (MAPEA) with an example. The program summary of the Pascal procedure is 
explained in Section 5. In the test runs in Section 6 we show the numerical results of various Pad6 
approximants with respect to the flexibility of the algorithm. A few concluding remarks are given 
in Section 7. In the Appendix we give the test run output of one of the examples considered. 
Throughout this paper the following symbols are used: 
[f(x)] ~f(x) is the polynomial in which the coefficients are square matrices of the 
same order n; 
I. -, identity matrix of order n; 
0 ,  -~ null matrix of order n; 
I...J -~ determinants. 
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2. MATRIX PADI~ APPROXIMANTS 
The matrix Pad6 approximant [7] of the formal power series 
[S(x)] = ~ (s.),x' (1) 
i=0  
where (s,)~'s are coefficients of the power series which are square matrices of the same order n, is 
defined as the rational function ([PM(x)]/[QN(x)]) such that 
IS (x)] = ([PM (x)]/[Qu (x)]) + 0 (x M + u + ,). (2) 
Here, 
and 
M 
[?~,(x)] = y~ (p.)y (3) 
i=O 
N 
[Qu(x)] = ~ (q.)i xi, [Qu(0)] = I. (4) 
i=O 
are polynomials of degree M and N at most, respectively. ([PM(x)]/[QN(x)]) is called the normal 
matrix Pad6 approximant of order (M, N) and is symbolically denoted by (M/N)tsl(x). 
We may define two types of Pad6 approximants, since the (s,)~'s need no longer commute, by 
the equations 
[S (x)] - [PM (x)] [Qu (x)]-I = 0 (x M + u +, ) (5) 
or 
[S(x)] - [QN(x)]-l[P~t(x)] = O(x M+N+t) [by equation (2)]. (6) 
However, we can show that these two Pad6 approximants are actually identical [7]. 
For different chosen values of M (>/0) and N(/> 0) we can construct he Pad6 table [8] in which 
the distinct approximants of the function [S(x)] would be the elements. 
There arise mainly two problems: one is the coefficient problem, in which it is required to find 
the numerator and denominator coefficient matrices, (P,)i and (q,)i, of equations (3) and (4) for 
the input (s,)i of equation (1); the other is the value problem, which is to determine the value of 
the desired approximant for an explicit input chosen for x. 
In this paper we concentrate mainly on the coefficient problem, especially on the determination 
of the anti-diagonal approximants of the Pad6 table, and later, more briefly, on the value problem. 
3. THE EXTENDED EUCL IDEAN ALGORITHM (EEA) 
The EEA is a well-known algorithm, originally suggested by Aho et al. [9]. An application of 
the EEA to ordinary non-matrix Pad6 approximants was presented by McEliece and Sherarer [10] 
and Brent et aL [11]. In the following we will discuss a fresh version of the existing EEA for 
polynomials with matrix coefficients. 
Let [a(x)] and [b (x)] be two fixed polynomials with degree_ [a (x )] i> degree_[b (x)]. Euclid's 
algorithm, which is a recursive procedure for finding the greatest common divisor (gcd) of [a (x)] 
and [b (x)], gives the equation which expresses [god(x)] as the linear combination of [a(x)] and 
[b (x)], i.e. 
[gcd(x)] = [X(x)] [a (x)] + [ Y(x)] [b (x)].t (7) 
tThe normal non-commutative nature of matrix multiplication does not actually alter the conclusion here. 
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This algorithm produces four sequences of polynomials [X~ (x)], [Y~(x)], [R~(x)] and [QUO~(x)] with 
initial conditions for all except [QUOi(x)]. These conditions are 
[X_ i(x)] = In, [X0(x)] = ~;n (8) 
[Y_~(x)] = On, [Yo(x)] = I~ (9) 
and 
[R_ t(x)] = [a (x)], [Ro(x)] = [b (x)]. 
Here, [QUO~(x)] and [R~(x)] (i 1> 1) are the quotient and remainder of 
[Ri_2(x)l/[R,_,(x)] 
such that 
and 
[R,_2(x)] = [QUO,(x)][R,_,(x)] + [R,(x)] 
(10) 
( l l )  
(12) 
6. degree_[X~(x)] + degree_[Ri_ ~(x)] = degree_[b (x)] for 1 <~ i ~<j + 1. (17f) 
These can be proved by the method of induction. 
We note in particular that property 1 may be represented as 
[ Y~(x)] [b (x)] = [R;(x)] {mod[a (x)]}. (18) 
Further, property 5 yields 
degree_[Y~(x)] + degree_[R~(x)] < degree_[a (x)]. (19) 
This is quickly verified with the help of inequality [equation (13)]. Results of equations (18) 
and (19) have been proved by converse arguments [10, I.emma 1, Theorem 1] for non-matrix 
coefficient polynomials. The same technique can be applied for matrix coefficient polynomials as 
well. 
for - 1 ~< i ~ j  + 1 (17a) 
for 0 ~< i <~j + 1 (17b) 
for 0 ~< i ~<j + 1 (17c) 
for 0 ~< i ~<j + 1 (17d) 
for 0 ~< i ~<j + 1 (17e) 
and 
1. [Xi (x)] [a (x)] + [ Yi(x)] [b (x)] = [R, (x)] 
2. [Y i (x ) ] [R ,_ , (x ) ] - [Y i _ l (x ) ] [R i (x ) ]=( - In ) ' [a (x) ]  
3. [X,(x)I[R,_,(x)] - [X,_,(x)l[R,(x)] = (- In) i+t[b(x) l  
4. [X , (x ) ] [Y , _ , (x ) I - [X , _ , (x ) I [Y , (x ) ]=( - I , )  '+' 
5. degree_[ Yi(x )] + degree_[Ri_ t(x)] = degree_[a (x)] 
degree_ [R,(x)] < degree_ [R,_ l (x)]. (13) 
In the present case the result is different from the original (non-matrix coefficient polynomials) in 
the sense that if the highest degree coefficient matrix of the denominator polynomial [Ri_ ~(x)] of 
expression (11) is singular then the gcd cannot exist. 
The polynomials [X~(x)] and [Yi(x)] are defined by the recurrence relations 
[X,(x)] = [X,_ 2(x)l - [QUOi(x)] [X,_ ,(x)l (14) 
and 
[Y,(x)] = [Y,-2(x)] -[QUO,(x)I[Y,_ ,(x)]. (15) 
Since the degree of the remainders [R;(x)] is strictly decreasing, there exists a polynomial [Rj(x)] 
( j  > 0), the last non-zero polynomial, such that 
[god(x)] = [Rj(x)]. (16) 
The main properties of the EEA are the following: 
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4. ALGORITHM FOR MATRIX PADI~ APPROXIMANTS 
There are, of course, in the literature algorithms to construct the matrix Pad6 approximants by 
other methods [12-14]. 
We now apply the EEA, as explained in the previous ection, for the matrix Pad6 approximants 
by taking the power series [S(x)] as in equation (1) and an integer degree_sum >/0 such that 
and 
[a (x)] =/ .x  des . . . . . .  +1 
[b (x)] = [S (x)] mod [a (x)]. 
(20) 
(21) 
The matrix Pad6 approximant of order (M, N) to [S(x)] is obtained from the rational function 
([Rk(X)]/[Yk(x)]), where [Rk(x)] and [Yk(x)] are the polynomials obtained when the EEA 
is applied to equations (20) and (21). The index k is fixed uniquely by suitable criteria [10, 
Lemma 1]. 
The following algorithm produces a sequence of anti-diagonal pproximants starting from the 
position (M + N, 0) and ending with (M, N) in the Pad6 table. This is done by checking the degrees 
of each pair {[Ri(x)], [Yi(x)]} in the sequence of the EEA until we reach {IRk(X)], [Yk(x)]} which 
is only when the series IS(x)] is normal, i.e. its matrix Pad6 approximants are all distinct. 
Algorithm description 
Name of the Algorithm: MAPEA (MAtrix Pad6 Extended Euclidean Algorithm) 
INPUT (a) Maximum Pad~ numerator degree (M) 
(b) Maximum Pad6 denominator degree (N) 
(c) Order of the square matrix (n) 
(d) Degree of [S(x)] (degree_S)1" 
(e) Series [S(x)] 
OUTPUT Sequence of anti-diagonal pproximants starting from (M + N, 0) to (M, N) if all 
the approximants exist 
Algorithm MAPEA([S (x)], x, degree_S, n, M, N) 
1. degree_sum *- M + N 
2. IF degree_S < degree_sum THEN exit1 
3. [a (x ) ]  ~-- In Xdeg . . . . . . .  1 
4. [b (x)] *- [S (x)] mod[a (x)] 
5. IF N=0 THEN exit2 
6. [dummy1 (x)] *- ~n 
7. [dummy2(x)] ,-  I n 
8. count ,-- 0 
9. found ,- false 
REPEAT 
10. Det , - I  (b.)~.o,.o_t~cx>l I 
11. IF Det=0 THEN exit3 
12. [QUO(X)]  , -  quotient([a (x)], [b (x)])  
13. [R(x)]  ,-  remainder([a (x)], [b (x)]) 
14. IF [R(x)]  =,~n THEN found *- true 
ELSE BEGIN 
tdegree_S isthe degree of the truncated polynomial from the power series [S(x)]. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. UNTI 
END 
exit1 : 
exit2: 
exit3: 
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FOR index = 2 TO degree_[QUO(x)] DO 
count  * -  count  + 1 
IF count I> N THEN found *- true 
ELSE BEGIN 
In1 (x)] ,-- [dummy1 (x)] - [QUO(x)] x [dummy2(x)] 
count *-- count + 1 
[Pad6_approximant(x)] ,,- [R (x)]/[R1 (x)] 
OUTPUT [Pad6_approxirnant (x)] 
IF count < > N THEN 
BEGIN 
[a (x)] ,- [b (x)] 
[b (x)] ,- [R(x)] 
[dummy1 (x)] ,- [dummy2(x)] 
[dummy2(x)] ,- In1 (x)] 
END 
END 
END 
L (count i> N) OR (found =true) 
{of MAPEA} 
The input series [S(x)] has insufficient degree, so we cannot find the Pad6 approximant. 
As the Pad6 denominator degree is zero, [b(x)] itself is the required Pad6 approximant. 
Since the determinantal value of the highest degree coefficient matrix in the polynomial [b(x)] 
is zero, it is a pathological case in which the Pad6 approximant does not exist, as indicated in 
Section 3. 
Example 
Suppose we attempt o compute the (1/1) Pad6 approximant of the series 
3 
[S(x)] = (s:),x' 
i=O 
using MAPEA. Where (s2)i's are square matrices or order 2 such that 
[ ,  2 ]  [~  1]  [¼ ~]  and ( s2h=[ '  
(s2)°= 3 ' (s2)'= 0 ' (s:)2= 1 0 0 
We have the input parameters: 
(i) The series [S(x)]. 
(ii) Degree of the series (degree_S = 3). 
(iii) Order of the coefficient matrix (n = 2). 
(iv) Pad6 numerator degree (M = 1). 
(v) Pad6 denominator degree (N = 1). 
Line 1 of MAPEA gives 
degree_sum = 2. 
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Lines 3 and 4 execute 
where 
E1 (b2)° = 4 
From lines 6-9, we have 
Line 10 gives 
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2 
1 x and [b(x)] = ~ (bz),X' i=0 
; ] '  (b2)l =[  0 (b2)2[ : 0 1 ~] and ' ½]. 
[dummy1 (x)] = J~2 = [~ ~] 
=,,=['0 o] 
count=0 and found =false. 
t 
Det= I(b2)21 = 1 = -~#0.  
Therefore lines 12 and 13 execute 
,ooo,x,;[; q 
At line 18, we have 
Line 19 gives count = 1. 
At line 20, we have 
and [R(x)]=[ ~ 3ff] [i 9 '~1 87 i X. 
39-]_ ~0 [Rl(x)] [~¼ _~j L3 
[Pad6_approx imant (x ) ]  = [R(x ) ] / [R1  (x ) ]  = 
487 i X 
391-P 
-~J L 3 -~j 
Since count = N = 1, at line 22 the condition is violated and at line 27 one of the conditions is 
true and the algorithm returns the (1/1) matrix Pad6 approximant. 
As a trivial but useful example, if we take the well-known geometric series 
• I . x  ~ 
i=0 
and construct any order Pad6 approximant for any order coefficient identity matrix using the above 
algorithm, all the approximants will reduce to (1 - x) - ' .  This proves the existence of our algorithm 
here also. 
The above algorithm can also be used for the semi-normal power series. This result will be 
established by presenting an example (test run), given in Section 6. 
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5. PROGRAM SUMMARY 
Title of the program: MAPEA. 
Computer: IPL A.A.A.3. 
Installation: Indian Institute of Technology, Madras. 
Program obtainable from: Department of Mathematics Library IIT, Madras. 
Operating system: OSVS1. 
Programming language used: Pascal. 
High-speed storage required: 90,216 byte during execution. 
No. of bits in a word: 32. 
No. of magnetic tapes required: none. 
Overlay structure: none. 
Other peripherals used: line printer. 
Nature of the physical problem 
This computer program contains the procedures which construct any desired matrix Pad6 
approximant for the input matrix coefficients of the given power series. On the other hand, this 
program constructs all approximants in the anti-diagonal sequence of the Pad6 table starting 
from (M + N, 0) [where M is the maximum Pad6 numerator degree input and N is the maximum 
Pad6 denominator degree input] to (M, N). Given the appropriate number of coefficients in the 
perturbation expansion of the series having matrix coefficients of any dimension (here the matrices 
should be square and of the same order), the program computes the approximant as explained 
above. 
Method of calculation 
The calculations are carried out using the algorithm as given in Section 4. 
Typical running time 
The running time depends on the order of the matrices involved and the order of the 
approximants required. The first example in the test run requires approx. 2.1 s to calculate 20 
approximants. The second example requires approx. 0.34 s and the third, approx. 0.3 s. 
Program procedures 
The following procedures perform various operations with square matrices: 
The 
INIT_MATRIX 
ASSIGN_MATRIX 
INV_MATRIX 
M U LTI_ MATR IX 
SUBTRCT_MATRIX 
ADD_MATRIX 
Returns the null matrix and the identity matrix. 
Assigns the elements of one matrix to another matrix. 
Returns the inverse of a matrix. Here we are using the 
self-correcting LU-decomposition procedure [15]. 
Returns the result of the multiplication of two matrices. 
Returns the result of the subtraction of two matrices. 
Returns the result of the addition of two matrices. 
other important procedures are: 
COPY_POLY Copies one polynomial to another polynomial. 
M O LTI_ POLY Returns the result of multiplication of two polynomials. 
SUBTRACT_POLY Returns the result of subtraction of two polynomials. 
QU O_ R E M A I N D E R Returns the quotient and remainder while dividing one 
polynomial by another. 
FIND_MATRIX_PADE Returns the anti-diagonal sequence of matrix 'Pad6 
approximants. 
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Input arguments 
The following are 
program MAPEA: 
S 
Degree_ Numr 
Degree_ Deno 
Order_of_mx 
Output arguments 
The following are 
Pad6_Numr 
Pad6_ Deno 
the input arguments in which these are all transferred from the main 
Record contains degree of the polynomial [S (x)] and the coefficient 
matrices of the polynomial. The name of the record is POKY. 
Maximum numerator degree of the matrix Pad6 approximant. 
Maximum denominator degree of the matrix Pad6 approximant. 
Order of the square matrix. 
the output arguments, provided the matrix Pad6 approximant exists: 
Numerator polynomial of the matrix Pad6 approximants. On the 
other hand, it is a record (POLY) which contains the numerator 
degree and the corresponding coefficient matrices. 
Denominator polynomial of the matrix Pad6 approximants. On the 
other hand, it is a record (POKY) which contains the denominator 
degree and the corresponding coefficient matrices. 
6. THE TEST  RUN 
In the test run we show the results for various Pad6 approximants of interest in the current work. 
The input for the first one consists of 6 3-D expansion coefficients of a perturbation series [16] (by 
LRW(hw)). The output is the approximants in the anti-diagonal sequence of the Pad6 table, which 
is frequently useful, such as 
and 
(5/0),(4/1) . . . . .  (0/5),(4/0),(3/1),...,(0/4),(3/0),(2/1) . . . . .  (0/3),(2/0),(1/1),(0/2) 
(1/0),(0/1). 
Here we consider the problem of the construction of Pad6 approximants (coefficient problem) in 
which the Pad6 numerator and denominator coefficients for the above approximants are given. The 
result thus demonstrates the great flexibility and generality of the current program. 
The second example is that of the geometric series, i.e. 1 + s + s 2 + s 3 + • •., having, for s # 1, 
the exact sum 1/(1- s). Here we have taken s to be a square matrix of order 3. Every Pad6 
approximant should give the exact answer for this special case, which is indeed the result--as can 
be seen by comparing the exact sum with the various approximants calculated in the test run. This 
confirms the accuracy and correctness achieved in these computations. 
The third instance is the well-known asymptotic series (Euler's series) 
ff[ e- ' / ( l+xt ) ]d t= l - l !x+2!x  2 -3!x3+. . .  (x/>0). (22) 
The test run for this points to the results for various diagonal Pad6 approximants starting from 
(1/1) to (6/6) and we compare the result with the exact answer at x = 0.1 and x = 0.2. This also 
confirms our computation. 
The fourth example is the semi-normal power series [17] 
S(x)= I3 + I3x + I3x2 + I3x4 + I3xS + I3xm6 + ,. .  (23) 
as indicated in Section 4, in which we have calculated the diagonal approximants (2/2) to (7/7) 
taking x = 1.0. This shows how the algorithm works for the semi-normal case also (see the 
Appendix). 
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The program can sometimes deal with pathological cases as well and may give correct valuable 
information, even though we do not recommend its use when non-invertible matrices are expected. 
In numerical optimization and approximation problems there are occasions when one may take 
recourse to other suitable algorithms and apply them appropriately. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have shown here how the EEA can b¢ used to construct he normal matrix Pad6 
approximants in the anti-diagonal sequence of the Pad6 table. The practical implementation of
this algorithm to the perturbation expansion and the other examples presented clearly indicates 
the flexibility of the computation of the algorithm, particularly for the semi-normal power series, 
and the correctness of the program given. In this paper we have not considered the problem of 
the stability of our algorithm. This will be described in a separate paper. Further investigation i to 
the computational spects of Pad6 approximants i in progress [18]. 
Acknowledgements--S. Sundar is indebted to S. Ponnuswamy and S. Gopalakrishnan for several valuable remarks and 
suggestions, especially in writing the program (Section 5). 
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APPENDIX  
Test Run Output for the Semi-normal Power Series 
THE (2, 2) MATRIX_PAD~: APPROXIMANT 
4.000000000E + O0 0.000000000E + O0 0.000000000E + O0 
O.O00000000E+O0 4.000000000E+00 O.O00000000E+O0 
0.000000000E+00 0.000000000E+00 4.000000000E+O0 
THE (3, 3) MATRIX_PADI~ APPROXlMANT 
5.000000000E+O00.O00000000E+O00.O00000000E+O0 
O.O00000000E+O0 5.000000000E+O00.O00000000E+O0 
0.000000000E+00 0.000000000E+00 5.000000000E+00 
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THE (4, 4) 
4.500000000E + 00 
O.O00000000E + O0 
O.O00000000E + O0 
THE (5, 5) 
4.000000000E + O0 
0.000000000E + 00 
0.000000000 E+ 00 
THE (6, 6) 
5.000000000E + 00 
0.O00000000E + 00 
O.O00000000E + O0 
THE (7, 7) 
5.500000000E + 00 
0.000000000E + 00 
O.O00000000E + O0 
MATRIX_ PADE APPROXIMANT 
0.000000000E + 00 0.000000000E + 00 
4.500000000E + 00 0.000000000E + 00 
0.000000000E + 00 4.500000000E + 00 
MATRIX_PADE APPROXIMANT 
0.000000000E + 00 0.000000000E + 00 
4.000000000E + 00 0.000000000E + 00 
0.000000000E + 00 4.000000000E + 00 
MATRIX_ PAD# APPROXI MANT 
0.000000000E + 00 0.000000000E + 00 
5.000000000E + 00 0.000000000E + 00 
0.000000000E + 00 5.000000000E + 00 
MATRIX_PADE APPROXIMANT 
0.000000000E + 00 0.000000000E + 00 
5.500000000E + 00 0.000000000E + 00 
0.000000000E + 00 5.500000000E + 00 
